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Since the early beginnings of their lives, millions of people around the world cling on

to a single, yet diverse common hope. It motivates and compels the masses to reach it,

often through extents of academic successes, correlated experiences and entire

personality transformations. This inspirational motivator is a person’s dream career, and

just like many others, I too have a workforce dream of my own: to become a software

developer. While many people can only desire to obtain such a dream like my own, a few

select individuals are willing enough to do everything it takes to achieve these job

aspirations and shape their futures. I strongly believe that I am one of these prized

individuals, and with my skills and abilities, I believe that I am more than fit to turn my

dream career into reality.

To begin with, software developers are the creative forces behind the technologies

we often take for granted in our day-to-day basis. Everything from casual entertainment to

regular necessities, such as scrolling through social media, setting up personal calendars

and creating spreadsheets, are the result of their major contributions. In making this

possible, they design and build computer programs of every type imaginable, but all

serving the same fundamental purpose: to enable users to perform specific tasks on a

computer based on their needs and requirements. These needs, along with the

ever-increasing technological demands of modern-day society, employ software developers

and their creations in almost every industry, company and government department

worldwide. However, with the rise of new work opportunities, comes new expectations for

the ones courageous enough to take them. As such, people looking to become software

engineers must maintain certain skills and uphold specific qualifications to earn their
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position and achieve success. Among these, a bachelor’s degree in computer science as

well as internships are often required, though perhaps the most essential prerequisites are

creativity, innovation, teamwork, motivation.

This very description is what I strongly believe defines my character as not only a

passionate thinker, but an effective communicator. Time and time again, many of the tech

projects and positions I have embarked on have displayed the talent in everything I do,

from being the CEO of a tech-based school company, acting as the foreman of an app

business, and even earning three Microsoft Office certifications. Beneficially, these

experiences required me to learn how to think outside and beyond the box while also

cultivating my innovative teamwork skills, ultimately resulting in the success of numerous

group efforts such as my 1st place victory in an app expo. In turn, all my involvements

within technology have inspired and motivated me to research and pursue one of my

favorite subjects: software. With the use and continuous practice of various computer

languages, such as Python, a programming language I have learned and a famous necessity

for software developers, I plan on positively transforming the world into a future of code

that everyone can look up to.
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